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In  this paper we discussed a model of non-Abelian gauge theory where the vector 
meson has a finite mass. The model gives an action invar iant  under Becchi, Rouet 
and Stern transformati(ms. However, physical uni tar i ty is violated. We claimed that  
this property is restored in the l imit of zero mass; in this way the model could give a 
nice way of regularizing the infra-red divergences. 

Our proof is unfortunately incorrect. In  particular at the end of sect. 4 we have 
neglected the fact that  the spin-one part  of the propagator can have a residuum di]ferent 
from the one of the spin-zero part. Thus eq. (40) is incorrect. 5~oreover eq. (39) is wrong 
for ~ r 1. Therefore, we do not prove that  physical uni tar i ty  is recovered in the zero- 
mass limit. We hope to further discuss this problem in a future publication (*). 

The following points of the paper are incorrect: 

Summary:  ... We show how these properties are restored in the l imit of zero mass. 

Pag. 2 line 8: ... Then we show how physical uni tar i ty  is restored in the l imit of 
zero mass. 

Pag. 9: From line 12 to the end of sect. 4. 

(*) In  order to recover physical unitari ty,  a better definition of the physical space is 
probably needed. In  this respect see the discussion of gauge invariance of transition 
probabilities by G. CuRe1 and E. D'EMILIO : On gauge invariaqwe and ?ert~trbative calvula. 
tions in quantum chronodynamlcs, CERN, preprint (1978). 


